
SEO Plan to Boost Search Engine Results
and Increase Organic Traffic to Websites

SITE OVERHAUL 
STAGE
ONE 

STAGE
TWO

STAGE
THREE

STAGE
FOUR

Run SEO audits to determine the site’s weak points and update the page content, metadata, scripts, 
structure and employ techniques to minimize load time on desktop and mobile devices.

CONTACT US TODAY FOR A FREE SEO AUDIT! info@imaginemediaseattle.com
206-832-7263

see expanded details on page 2

KEYWORDS 
Use the most current tools to determine the most effective and beneficial keywords for getting to the 
front page of Google search results. These will be monitored and updated regularly, along with the page 
content and headings to match (Google loves this). 

CONTENT CREATION AND BACKLINKS
Create more original and engaging content for the site, specific to services offered or points of interest 
for high-value keywords. Create regular posts on social media, Google My Business and Bing. Generate 
quality backlinks to your site from high-authority content publishing sites.

LISTINGS AND CITATIONS 
Thorough and consistent business citations across the top high-authority listing sites: Cleanup and 
creation of new accounts on the top 25 sites*, and 4 major data aggregators. Extend listings to local and 
niche specific sites.    *see full list on page 2.

We recommend starting with a 6-month campaign as it 
typically takes 4-6 months to propagate changes, generate 
more organic traffic, and get useful results that we can build 
from.

OngoingOngoing SEO work should continue to keep the campaigns 
successful. The increases seen at 6 months will be small com-
pared to the results from a year of SEO work! The focus here 
is in keeping keywords updated for effectiveness, content up-
dated and fresh, and generating more and more backlinks.

We have designed this process to focus on what is most 
important in the progression of an SEO campaign. You can 
have all the backlinks in the world, but if your site is sluggish 
and not sending Google what it wants to see, you will not be 
considered as relevant as other sites. 

WhileWhile we will go through the stages in order, there is much 
overlap and stages are never really completed. Constant 
monitoring and adjusting is required over many months to 
reach a point where the Site is performing at a high level.
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CONTACT US TODAY FOR A FREE SEO AUDIT! info@imaginemediaseattle.com
206-832-7263

SEO Plan to Boost Search Engine Results
and Increase Organic Traffic to Websites

SITE OVERHAUL STAGE
ONE 

STAGE
TWO

STAGE
THREE

STAGE
FOUR

Run SEO audits and determine the parts of the site that need to be updated: title tags, proper use of 
heading tags, engaging page content, strong CTA on every page, dedicated testimonials page (and sprin-
kled throughout site), privacy policy and T&C added with footer links on all pages, updated meta key-
words for local SEO, page caching, schema markup, minifying and compression of scripts, image optimi-
zation, proper sitemaps, robots.txt, load time and TTFB, mobile load times and readability, get content 
on a CDN. Speed is key. 

expanded 

KEYWORDS 
Use the latest tools MOZ Pro, SEM Rush to determine the most effective and beneficial keywords for 
getting to the front page of Google search results. While the obvious keywords may get the most hits, 
chances are there are other businesses, with well established SEO practices, stealing the lions share of 
these. We need to find all the associated keywords, and run analysis to see which are high value with low 
use by local competitors. These keywords will get us higher placement and more clicks. These will be 
monitored and updated regularly, along with the page content and headings to match (Google loves this). 

CONTENT CREATION AND BACKLINKS
Create more original and engaging content for the site, specific to services offered or points of interest 
for high-value keywords. Content will be original and compelling to keep the viewer on the page (longer 
view times = higher authority with Google). Content will be added regularly through blog posts or 
changes to the page copy. Creation of posts on Google My Business, Bing Places and social media, all 
pointing back to the site. Reach out to high-authority websites to publish articles by or about the 
business, creating quality backlinks to the site (most difficult aspect of SEO, with the greatest reward). 

LISTINGS AND CITATIONS 
Thorough and consistent business citations across the top high-authority listing sites: Cleanup and 
creation of new accounts on the top 25 sites*, and 4 major data aggregators (which feed dozens of other 
listing sites). Extend listings to local and niche specific sites (target another 40-50). All sites should be at 
100% completion

*Google My Business, Yelp, Facebook, Bing Places, Apple Maps, Trip advisor, yelp, Foursquare, 
Yellowpages.com, Hotfrog, Acxiom, Factual, Infogroup, Neustar/Localeze, CitySearch, BestOfTheWeb, 
SuperPages, Mapquest, Merchant Circle, YellowBook, Dexknows, TomTom, Local.com, Tupalo, Spoke
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